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This paper is devoted to the analysis of waiting times in polling systems in which the stations are polled 
according to a general service order table. Such systems may, e.g., be used to represent token-bus local 
area networks in which the 'routing' of the token is fixed. Stations are given higher priority by being listed 
more frequently in the table, or by receiving service according to the exhaustive service discipline. The pol
ling system is modelled by a single-server multi-queue system in discrete time. Non-zero switch-over times 
between the queues are assumed. 

An extension of the principle of work conservation to systems with non-zero switch-over times leads to 
the main result of the paper, an exact expression for a weighted sum of the mean waiting times at the vari
ous queues. Via a limiting procedure, the discrete-time results are translated to continuous-time results. 
Finally, the special case of polling in a star network is discussed and compared with polling in a 
corresponding network with strictly cyclic service order. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1 

A system of multiple queues attended to by a single server is commonly referred to as a polling sys
tem. Such systems arise naturally in computer-communication networks and in switching systems with 
distributed control. A very large number of studies has been devoted to the queueing analysis of pol
ling systems; see Takagi [13,14]. The vast majority of these studies considers polling systems in which 
the server attends to the queues in a fixed strictly cyclic order. Several service strategies at the queues 
have been considered, ranging from exhaustive service (a queue is served until it is empty, before the 
server moves on to the next queue) to I-limited service (the server serves exactly one customer from a 
non-empty queue). The main performance measure under consideration is the mean waiting time of a 
customer. In the case of exhaustive service at all queues, the exact mean waiting times at all queues 
can be determined by solving an intricate system of linear equations. For most other service discip
lines, like I-limited, exact mean waiting times are only known in special cases; see Takagi [13,14] for 
detailed results and further references. 

Recent studies of Ferguson & Aminetzah [6] and Watson [16] have revealed that in some special 
cyclic-service systems there exists a simple expression for a weighted sum of the mean waiting times. 
Such pseudoconservation laws can be used to obtain or test approximations for the individual mean 
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waiting times. In [3,4] they have been generalized by allowing a mixture of different service strategies 
at different queues. The proof of the resulting unified pseudoconservation law is based on a stochastic 
decomposition of the workload in the cyclic-service system. 

Although the extensive research on cyclic-service systems has been useful for performance evalua
tion, it has not yet led to a clear ability to control the systems under consideration and to affect their 
design. Recent advances of computer and communication technology enable the use of more sophisti
cated scheduling and service strategies, while the need to control complex networks makes the use of 
such strategies imperative. 

At last, a few studies are emerging which open up possibilities for optimization. Levy [11] studies a 
cyclic-service system with a binomial-gated service strategy at the queues. This leads to a mathemati
cally tractable model in which the choice of binomial probabilities of numbers of customers served at 
the queues allows prioritization. Browne & Y echiali [5] present a semi-dynamic polling policy in 
which, after each visit of the server to a queue, the next queue to be visited is chosen so as to minim
ize some objective function. Finally, Baker & Rubin [I] derive the mean waiting times in a multi
queue single-server system, in which the server visits the queues according to a general service order 
table and serves each queue exhaustively. Stations are given higher priority by listing them more 
often in the polling table. 

Apart from offering possibilities for optimization over a large class of service strategies, polling with 
a general service order table is also frequently encountered in practice. The token bus protocol in 
Local Area Networks gives rise to non-cyclic polling. The introduction of the Manufacturing Auto
mation Protocol (MAP), which is becoming the standard for communication in automated manufac
turing and which implements the token bus protocol, will add to the importance of token bus. As a 
second example, consider a computer with multi-drop terminals in which the computer, after polling a 
terminal, transmits its outbound traffic and then polls the next terminal. Such a scheme leads to star 
polling, in which a central queue is visited after each visit to one of the other queues. Another impor
tant example of non-cyclic polling is scan polling, which is named after a seek policy in the moving
arm disk device in computer storage. Here the order of polling is l,2, ... ,N-1,N,N,N -1, ... ,2, 1. 

The present study is devoted to polling systems with a general service order table. The model is the · 
same as in Baker & Rubin [l], apart from the fact that we allow various service strategies at the 
queues. By extending the concept of stochastic decomposition of the workload to polling systems with 
a service order table, we derive a pseudoconservation law for such systems. These results yield new 
insight into the behaviour of polling systems, and may be used to obtain approximations for indivi
dual mean waiting times. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains a model description, 
and some preliminary results concerning cycle times and visit times; it also presents a work decompo
sition result for single-server, multi-queue systems with a polling table. Section 3 is devoted to the 
derivation of the main result, the pseudoconservation law. Finally, the special case of polling in a star 
network is discussed in detail in Section 4; the mean workload in the star system is compared with 
the mean workload in a corresponding network with strictly cyclic service order, and shown to be 
smaller. The results are summarized in Section 5. 

Our model formulation is discrete-time. Such a formulation naturally fits the generally time
synchronized configuration of practical communication networks. Furthermore, we feel that a 
discrete-time approach to polling systems is often slightly easier than a continuous-time approach, in 
particular in the increasingly important variants in which there are time restrictions on visits and 
cycles. Continuous-time results are in our study easily obtained via a limiting procedure. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

We consider a discrete-time queueing system with N stations (queues) Qi, ... ,QN, where each station 
has an infinite buffer capacity to store waiting messages (customers). Each message consists of a 
number of packets; packets are assumed to be of fixed length. Time is slotted with slot size equal to 
the transmission time of the data contained in a packet (the service time of a packet). We shall call 
the time interval U,j + 1( the jth slot. 

Message arrival process 
Let x,,(j) denote the number of messages arriving at station n in the jth slot. The Xn(j), j = 1,2, ... 

are assumed to be independent, identically distributed random variables with z transform, first and 
second moment: 

An(z) := E[zx,.(i)], ~ := E[xn(j)], A~2) := E[x~(j)]. (2.1) 

Let 

A:= f ~, >..<2) := E[(fx,,(j)f]. (2.2) 
n=l n=l 

The message arrival process at each station is assumed to be independent of those at other stations. 

Service process 
Denote by b,, the number of packets included in a message at station n. The z transform, first and 
second moment of bn are given by: 

Bn(z) := E[zb•], Pn := E[bn], P'i') := E[b~]. (2.3) 

Further introduce: 

Q • = .JI.~ Q Dl2) • = .JI. ~ Q(2) 
P • ..2,; A Pn• P' • ..2,; A Pn • 

n=l n=l 

(2.4) 

Note that Bn(O) = Pr{bn =O} = 0 by definition. The offered traffic at the nth station, Pn• is defined 
as 

Pn := ~Pn. n =1,2, ... ,N. (2.5) 

The total offered traffic, p, is defined as 

P := f Pn· (2.6) 
n=l 

Polling strategy 
The N stations are served by a single server S. The order in which S visits the stations is specified by 
a polling table T = {T(m), m = l, ... ,M}. The first entry in the polling table, T(l), is the index of the 
first station polled in a cycle, T(2) the index of the second, etc. After station T(M) is polled, the next 
cycle starts with T(l). 

Following the approach of Baker & Rubin [l], a unique pseudostation will be associated with each 
entry in the polling table; as a result of this, the M pseudostations are visited in a strictly cyclic order. 
Denote by PSm the pseudostation associated with the mth entry in the polling table; its corresponding 
station has index T(m) (as much as possible, we reserve n as an index for stations and mas an index 
for pseudostations). For simplicity of notation, all references to station indices and pseudostation 
indices are implicitly assumed to be modulo N and M respectively. We shall say that 'PS; is con
nected with PS/, if T(i)= T(j), that is, if PS; and PSi correspond with the same station. 

On a few occasions, we shall have need to specify the exact position of work. Suppose PSi is the 
first pseudostation after PS; that is connected with PS;. By convention, the work in PS; is shifted to 
PSi immediately before S arrives at PSi. 
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Service strategy 
For the service strategies at the pseudostations there are various possibilities, which differ in the 
number of messages which may be transmitted during a visit of server S to that pseudostation. 
Assume that S visits PSm. When PSm (and hence QT(m)) is empty, S immediately begins to switch to 
PSm+l· Otherwise, depending on the service strategy at PSm: 

I) Exhaustive service (E): messages are transmitted from PSm until PSm is empty; 
2) Gated service (G): only messages present in PSm upon arrival of Sat PSm are transmitted; 
3) I-Limited service (I - L): exactly one message is transmitted from PSm. 

To carry out an exact analysis, we impose the restriction that stations with a I-limited service stra
tegy are served only once during a cycle. 

In the sequel we will allow mixed service strategies (e.g., exhaustive at PS., I-limited at PS2 and 
PS4 , gated at PS3, etc.). It is assumed that pseudostations corresponding to the same station have 
the same service strategy, but this assumption is not essential for the analysis. 

REMARK2.I 
We have restricted ourselves here to the three main disciplines in polling systems. We could have 
included other strategies, like the binomial-gated strategy of Levy [11]. The derivation of the pseu
doconservation law in Section 3 will clearly expose where the choice of service strategy matters, and 
how adaptation of the result to another service strategy can be made. 

Switching process 
A switch-over time is needed to switch from one pseudostation to the next. The switch-over times of 
the server between the mth and the (m + l)th pseudostation (measured in slots) are independent, 
identically distributed random variables with first moment Sm and second moment s~). The first 
moment s of the total switch-over time during a cycle of the server is given by 

S := ~Sm, (2.7) 
m=l 

its second moment is given by s<2). The message arrival process, the service process and the switching 
process are assumed to be mutually independent. 

For ease of notation we define a 'cyclic sum' as 

. rJef 
i•xm = 
m=i 

m=i 

~Xm + :±xm, 
m=i m=l 

and, analogously, a 'cyclic product' as 

. rJef 
If•xm = 
m=i 

m=i 

tfxm X ITxm, 
m=i m=l 

if i~j 

(2.8a) 
if i>j 

if i~j 

(2.8b) 
if i>j 
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Preliminary results 
Below, we state a few results for future reference. 

Ergodici'ty conditions 
A necessary condition for ergodicity of the system is p<l. When the service strategy at each queue is 
either exhaustive or gated, this condition is also sufficient. However, for each queue Qn with a 1-

limited service strategy an additional ergodicity condition is needed, viz. 

p + A,,s < 1, (2.9) 

see also [4]. In the sequel it will be assumed that the ergodicity conditions are fulfilled, and that the 

system is in equilibrium. 

Cycle- and visit-time results 
For the (strictly) cyclic service system with the M pseudostations we can define the cycle time Cm for 

PSm as the time between two successive arrivals of the server at PSm. It is easily seen that ECm is 
independent of m, and from a balancing argument it follows that the mean cycle time equals EC with 

EC= _s_. (2.10) 
1-p 

Furthermore we define the visit time Vm of the server for PSm as the time between the arrival of the 

server at PSm and his subsequent departure from PSm. The mean visit times play an important role 
in the next section in the waiting-time analysis. To calculate them, we must first introduce the MXM 
(0-1) matrix H = (hij) (this is the transposed of Hin Bak.er & Rubin [ID, where 

hij := min{l,fi~ IT(j)-T(m>jl. (2.11) 
m=1 

Note that, for i=/=j, hij equals 1 iff PS;, ... ,PSj-l are not connected with the same pseudostation as 

PSj. 

ExAMPLE 2.1 
Suppose N = 3 and T =[1,2, 1,3]. Then 

0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 

H= 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 

ExAMPLE 2.2 
In the strictly cyclic case hii = 1 for all i,j, i=/=j. 

To calculate the mean visit times for a pseudostation we distinguish between the cases that PSm has a 

I-limited, exhaustive or gated service strategy. Our analysis follows Bak.er & Rubin [l]. 

1) PSm has a I-limited service strategy. By assumption, PSm is only visited once per cycle. Hence, 
balancing the flow of customers at PSm in and out of the system during a cycle of the server 
shows that 

EVm 
AT(m)EC = -0-' (2.12) 

PT(m) 

and hence from (2.10): 

EV = PT(m)S. 
m 1-p 

(2.13) 
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2) PSm has an exhaustive strategy. The fact that stations with an exhaustive strategy may be served 
more than once during a cycle, complicates the determination of the mean visit times for their 
corresponding pseudostations. Note however, that we can write EVm as the mean number of 
messages found by the server upon his arrival at PSm, multiplied by the mean length of a busy 
period started by one message. When the server arrives at PSm, messages have accumulated dur
ing the interval 

m-1 
~· h;m(S;-1 +EV;)+sm-1· (2.14) 

i=m+l 

(2.14) represents the mean time (measured in slots) between the departure of S from the last 
pseudostation before PSm which is connected with PSm, and the arrival of S at PSm. From 
(2.14) and the fact that the mean length of a busy period started by one message is 
PT(m)l(l-pT(m»• we obtain for the mean visit time at PSm (note that hmm=O by definition): 

JI. PT(m) 
EVm = AT(m)[.2,;h;m(S;-1 +EV;)+sm-d l- · (2.15) 

i=l PT(m) 

3) PSm has a gated service strategy. In this case, we can write EV m as the mean number of mes
sages found by the server upon his arrival at PSm, multiplied by the mean transmission time of a 
message at PSm. When the server arrives at PSm, messages have accumulated during the interval 

m-1 
~· h;m(EV;-1 +s;-1)+EVm-1 +sm-1· 

i=m+1 

So for the mean visit times at the gated pseudostations we obtain: 

EVm = AT(m)£:fh;m(EV;-1 +s;-1)+ EVm-1 +sm-1JPT(m)· 
i=l 

Balancing the flow of messages at Qn in and out of the system during a cycle shows that 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

EVm . s 
~ - = EC = -· (2.18) 

{mjT(m)=n} PT(m) 1-p 

Note that (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18) represent a set of M-N simultaneous linear equations for the 
mean visit times of the server at the pseudostations with a gated or exhaustive service strategy. 

Work decomposition 1 
Suppose for the moment that there are no switch-over times. Then the principle of work conservation 
implies that the amount of work in the polling system equals the amount of work in a 'corresponding' 
single-server, single-queue system with batch arrivals, the so-called Geom/Gil queue (9]. The arrival 
process in this discrete-time queue is constructed as follows: the arrival streams at all N stations of 
our original system are aggregated into a single stream. The batch of all the messages arriving in a 
slot is called a train. In any slot no train arrives with probability rr:=1An(O) and a train does arrive 
with probability 1-II:=

1
An(O). An arbitrarily chosen message in this train poses a service request 

whose z transform is the mixture ~N _ 1 (~I A)Bn(z ). 
As customary in discrete-time queueing literature an arbitrary epoch is supposed to be the instant 

just after the beginning of an arbitrary slot. Define VGeom!Gll as the amount of work at an arbitrary 
epoch in this corresponding Geom/Gil system with batch arrivals. According to Kobayashi & 
Konheim (10], the mean number of messages in this system at an arbitrary epoch is given by 

- A2ff2> (A<2>-A2-A)/! 
EXaeo,,, - 2(1-p) + 2(1-p) + p. (2.19) 

Note that the second term in the right-hand side disappears when the number of messages arriving 
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per slot has a Poisson distribution. The mean number of messages in service is p; the mean residual 

service time of the message in service is /12> /2P+ 1/2 (cf. Hunter [9D. Hence, 

- [ A2 f!2> oP> - "A2 -"A>P] [E 1.] 
EVGeom- 2(1-p)+ 2(1-p) p+p 2P+2. (2.20) 

Since there are switch-over times incorporated in the original system, the server may be idle 

(switching) although there is work in the system. Hence the principle of work conservation can not be 

applied. However, for the service system with a polling table, just as for systems with a strictly cyclic 

polling strategy [3,4], there appears to exist a natural extension of the work conservation principle. 

The amount of work in the system can be decomposed into the amount of work in the corresponding 

Geom/Oil queue and an extra quantity. The decomposition is presented in Theorem 2.1 below. In 
the theorem, an arbitrary epoch is considered to be 'in' a switching interval if it marks the beginning 

of a switching slot. 

THEOREM2.1 
Consider a single-server, multi-queue service system with a polling table, as described in the beginning of 
this section. Suppose the system is ergodic and stationary. Then the amount of work V p in this system at 

an arbitrary epoch is distributed as the sum of the amount of work V Geom/ 011 in the 'corresponding' 
Geom/ G/ 1 system with batch arrivals at an arbitrary epoch and the amount of work Y in the system with 

polling table at an arbitrary epoch in a switching interval. In other words, 

D 
Vp = V0eom1Gtl + Y, 

D 
where = stands for equality in distribution. Furthermore, V Geom! 01 1 and Y are independent. 

PROOF: See Boxma [2]. 

3. THE PSBUDOCONSERVATION LAW 

As a consequence of Theorem 2.1: 

EVp = EV0eom1G11 + EY, 

and hence, cf. (2.20): 

- "A/!2) (A(2)_">..2-"A)(J E .!. 
EVp - 2(1-p)P + 2A(l-p) P + P{ 2/J + 2} + EY. 

On the other hand, we can write EV p as: 

JI. JI. ff,,2> 1 Jf.. JI. ff,,2> 1 

EVp = n~PnEX: + n~Pn{ 2Pn + 2} = n~tnEWn + n~Pn{ 2Pn + 2}, 

(2.21) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where X:" denotes the number of waiting type-n messages at an arbitrary epoch, and W n the waiting 

time of a type-n message; the waiting time is counted from the beginning of the slot following the one 

in which the message arrived. The second equality is based on Little's formula. From (3.2) and (3.3) 

we obtain the following expression for a weighted sum of the mean message waiting times: 

Jf.. _ "Af!2> (">..<2>-">..2-"A){J 
,Z PnEW n - 2(l - ) p + 2A(l - ) p + EY. 

n=l P P 
(3.4) 

Note that in the derivation of (3.4) the notion of pseudostations has played no role. Only the last 

term in (3.4) depends on this notion. To obtain an expression for the weighted sum of the mean mes

sage waiting times at the various queues, we now derive an expression for EY, the mean amount of 
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work in the modified system of pseudostations at an arbitrary epoch in a switching interval. Let Y m 

denote the amount of work in the cyclic-service system at an arbitrary switching epoch during a 
switch-over from PSm to PSm+I· Obviously, 

EY = t Sm EYm. (3.5) 
m=l S 

As in [3,4], EYm is composed of three terms: 

1. EM~>: the mean amount of work in PSm at a departure epoch of the server from PSm. 
2. EMg>: the mean amount of work in the rest of the system at a departure epoch of S from PSm. 

(2) 

3. p{ ~m - ~ } : the mean amount of work that arrived in the system during the past part of the 

switching interval under consideration. 

It will turn out that only EM~> depends on the choice of the service strategies at the various 
(pseudo)stations. To calculate EMg>, we must introduce the MXM (0-1) matrix Z = (z;j), where 

Zij := min{l, ri· IT(i)-T(k)I}. (3.6) 
k=i+l 

Note that for i=/=j, zij = 1 iff PS;+ i. ... , PSi are not connected with PS;. 

ExAMPLE 3.1 
SupposeN=3 and T=[l,2,1,3]. Then 

0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 

Z= 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 

ExAMPLE 3.2 
In the strictly cyclic case, z;j = 1 for all i,j, i=/=j. 

We shall now consider EMg>, the mean amount of work in PSm-1' ... ,PSi,PSM, ... ,PSm+l at a 
departure epoch of the server from PSm. PSk can make two contributions to EMg>, viz. (i) the 
mean amount of work EM~> left behind in PSk by S, and (ii) the mean amount of work that has 
arrived in QT(k) during the switch-over times from PSk to PSm and the visit times of 
PSk+i. ... ,PSm. Both contributions disappear when any of the pseudostations PSk+t. ... ,PSm is 
connected with PSk, i.e. when zkm =O (but not when PSk is connected with, say, PSm + 1; cf. the con
vention introduced in Section 2). 

Hence we have: 
m-1 

EMg> = ~zkmEM~1> + ~ZkmPT(k) ~· (sj+EVj+t)· (3.7) 
k*1n k*1n j=k 

Still leaving EM~> unspecified, we obtain the following expression for EY from (3.5) and (3.7) (note 
that Zmm=O by definition): 

EY = t Sm [EM~) + tzkmEM~1>] + tPT(k) t Sm zkm ~-;\sj+EVj+t) 
m=l S k=l k=l m=I S j=k 

JI. s<2> I 
+ PZ;. - 2P· 

m=I 
(3.8) 
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Finally, from (3.4) and (3.8): 

JI. - >Jf-2> ('}1_(2)_A2-A)/J JI. Sm (1) JI. <1) 

n~PnEWn - 2(I-p)P + 2"'-(I-p) p + m~l s [EMm + k~z1cmEMk ] 

JI. JI. s m - 1 JI. s(2) I 
+ .2;PT(k}.2...!!!..z1cm~•(sj+EVj+l) + P.2;. - 2P· 

k=l m=l S j=k m=l 
(3.9) 

Note that the form of Formula (3.9) is still independent of the service strategies at the various pseu

dostations. Only the EM!!> and EV m depend on the choice of service strategies. 
The EM!!> are readily found for an exhaustive, gated or I-limited strategy at PSm: 

PSm has an exhaustive service strategy: 

EM!!> = 0. (3.10) 

PSm has a gated service strategy: 

EM!!> = PT(m)EVm, (3.11) 

with EV m as given in (2.17). 
PSm has a I-limited service strategy: a similar derivation as in [4] leads to 

EM(l) _ AT(m)S EW + 2 s + PT(m)S M}lm)-AT(m) (3.12) 
m - I - p PT(m) T(m) PT(m) 1-p l - p 1"'-T(m) 

Substitution of (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.9) gives our main result, which is formulated in 

Theorem 3.1 below. Denote by 
e: the group of exhaustive stations, 
2: the group of gated stations, 
g the group of gated pseudostations, 
11: the group of I -limited stations. 

THEOREM 3.1 
Consider an ergodic and stationary single-server system with a polling table and mixed service strategies 
as described in Section 2. Then 

A,,s 
~PnEWn + ~PnEWn + ~Pn[I--r=-JEWn = 

nee neg nEll P 

>Jf-2> (A(2)_A2-A)/J JI. s~> I 

2(1-p)p+ 2A(l-p) p+pm~l2s -2p+ 

A<2>-A 
S ~(p2 n n) 

(I - ) ~ n + Pn 2"' + 
P nEll n 

(3.13) 

Note that, for this complex polling system, the right-hand side of (3.13) can be easily evaluated for 
each given set of parameter values, polling order and service strategies. 

SPECIAL CASES 

(i) When each station is polled only once during a cycle, Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 2 of [4]. 

(ii) If the numbers of mess~~e arrivals at the queues per slot are independent Poisson distributed ran
dom variables, then A~2>=An+An and A<2>=A2+A; this leads to minor simplifications in the right-
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hand side of (3.13). 
(iii) If messages arrive in batches with Yn the arrival rate of a batch at Qn and Gn(z) the generating 
function of the batch size, and if the numbers of batch arrivals at the queues are independent Poisson 
distributed random variables, then >..'l')->,.~ -An= YnG'l'>(t) and >..C2>->..2->..= ~~=I YnG'l'>(t). 
REMARK 3.1 
Giannakouros & Laloux [8] also derive a pseudoconservation law for a polling system with general 
service order table. However, they do not specify the EM~) terms for particular service strategies. In 
their model, for stations occurring more than once in the table, the work in each of its pseudostations 
can only arrive during part of a cycle, and is not shifted to other connected pseudostations ( cf. the 
convention introduced in Section 2). 

'f:HE CONTINUOUS-TIME CASE 

In the present paper we have expressed all quantities involved, including waiting times, in slots with 
the slot length equal to the time unit. If instead we assume a slot to be of length A we are able, by 
taking the limit A ~ 0, to pass the results over to continuous time. 

We first translate (3.13), using a tilde to indicate that a quantity is expressed in time units instead 
of slots. Introduce 

~ = ">..nf/!.., X =A//!.., Pn =/Jn!!.., P =/JI!.., Sn= Sn!!.., s = sA, EWn = EWnA; 
furthermore, cf. [4], 

x?) = >..!> + ! <! -1)>..~, x<2>_x2 = f<>..~2>->..~)//!.., p~2> = p~2>a2, 'if2> = pc2>a2, s~2> = s~2>a2. 
n =l 

Of course Pn =An/Jn =An/Jn· Formula (3.13) now becomes: 

- I - I ~s - 1 
~PnEWna + ~PnEWna + ~Pn[l-~]EWna = 

nEe nEg nEll P 

l 
- 2P + 

Sm - 1 
~PT(m)-:-EVma· (3.14) 

mEg S 

In (3.14) we can take the limit for a~ 0 by multiplying the left- and right-hand side with a and sub
stituting b. = 0. If we do so, we obtain 

- - ~s -
~PnEWn + ~PnEWn + ~Pn[l-~]EWn = 

nEe nEg nEll P 
JI. -(2) 

-~ ~-~--- 2~ A!!_ + (A >.. A){J + m=I + 
2(1-p) p 2X(t-p) p p 2S 
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tPT(k) t s~ Z1cm ~1(sj+EVj+I) + ~PT(i)EVj t s~ Zjm + ~PT(m) s~ EVm. (3.15) 
k=l m=l S j=k jEg m=l S mEg S 

Formula (3.15) is the generalization of the continuous-time pseudoconservation law of [3]. In fact, it 
also extends the results of [3] to the case in which the message arrival process at each queue is allowed 
to be a Poisson process with batch arrivals. 

4. ExAMPLE: THE STAR NETWORK 

In this section we evaluate the pseudoconservation law (3.13) for a network with a star configuration, 
and we make a comparison with the network with corresponding stations and strictly cyclic service 
order. A polling network with a star configuration represents, e.g., a computer with multidrop termi
nals in which the computer, after polling a terminal, transmits its outbound traffic and then polls the 
next terminal. Two cases are consj.dered. In Case A the central station Q 1 receives exhaustive service, 
whereas in Case B it receives gated service; in both cases Q2, .•• , QN, N';;!;2, receive 1-limited ser
vice. It will appear that in both cases the mean workload in the star system is smaller than the mean 
workload in the corresponding cyclic-service system. 

The polling table is: T=[l,2, 1,3, ... , l,N]. There are M=2(N -1) pseudostations. Denote by 

e={l,3, ... ,2N-3}: the group of exhaustive pseudostations (Case A), 

g = { l, 3, ... ,2N - 3}: the group of gated pseudostations (Case B ), 

1/={2,4, ... ,2N-2}: the group of I-limited pseudostations. 

Definition (3.6) of the matrix Z implies that 

when i E~ {g): 
when iEl/: 

z;,; + 1 = I; zij = 0 otherwise; 
zij=l, i=/=j. 

Case A: Q 1 exhaustive service 
Introducing 

·- "Af!.2> q.P>-"J\.2-"A)/! - l _s_ 2 "J\.~2>-A,, 
C.- 2(1-p)p + 2A(l-p) p 2P + 1-pn~l(Pn + Pn 2An ), (4.1) 

and substituting the z;j values calculated above into (3.13) gives the pseudoconservation law for a star 
network in discrete time (W:far denotes the waiting time at Qn in the star network): 

P EWstar + ~ n [1 _ A,,s ]EWstar = 
l 1 ~r-n l-p n 

nEll 

J!1. s~> Sk+l Sm m-_I 
C + P,2.; 2s + P1~--(sk+EVk+1) + ~PT(k)~-~ (sj+EVj+1). 

m=l kEii S keit m=/=k S j=k 
(4.2) 

The mean visit times EVk can be specified using (2.13) and (2.15): 
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kEl/: (4.3) 

kEe: (4.4) 

Note that the sum of the visit times in (4.4) satisfies (2.18). To simplify the following calculations, it 
is assumed that all M switch-over times are equal to the constant r. Substitution of (4.3) and (4.4) 
into ( 4.2) yields, after a tedious but straightforward calculation: 

P EWstar + ~ n [1- ")..,,Mr ]EWstar = 
I I "'-'"n l-p n 

nEll 

I p-~ I p-~ 
C + P1' + -2 (p-pi)Mr + Pi-

1
--r + -2 pi-

1
--Mr + -p -pi 

PI Ji. 2 PI N -1 Ji. 
(I- )(l- )(M-l)r Z,Pn + (l- )(l- )(M-2)r -~ . ~ P;Pj + p PI n=2 p PI 1=2 1=1+1 

1 N-I Ji. 
-i:=-Mr ~ 2 PiPj· 

p j=2 i=j+I 
(4.5) 

We now compare the star network with the 'corresponding' strictly cyclic service system; this is a 
system with N queues Qi. ..• , QN with cyclic service in this order, where Q1 receives exhaustive ser
vice and Q2, ... , QN receive I-limited service, and where each queue has exactly the same traffic 
characteristics as its counterpart in the star network. Furthermore, the total switch-over times in both 
systems correspond; so in the strictly cyclic system, s =Mr and s<2> = M 2 r 2. 

A comparison between the mean workloads in both models amounts to a comparison between the 
expressions in the right-hand sides of the pseudoconservation laws for both models. The pseudocon
servation law for the 'corresponding' strictly cyclic service system reads in this case (cf. [4]; W';rd 
denotes the waiting time at Qn in the cyclic network): 

I ~ AnMr 1 PIEwyc + "'-'Pn[l---]EW';rc = 
nEll l-p 

I Mr [-2 Ji. 2 C + 2pMr + 2(l- ) p - 2Pn1· 
p n=I 

(4.6) 

Subtract the right-hand side of (4.5) from the right-hand side of (4.6), and call the difference Dif!E· 
Note that, with an obvious notation, 

Dif!E = EVCJcl - EVstar = EVCJcl - EY8'ar. 

From (4.5) and (4.6), 

. p-pl PI N-I N 
Dif!E = p1(N-2)r[l + l-pI] + (1-p)(l-pI) (2N-2)rj~ i=~tiPj] ~ 0. (4.7) 

This result leads to the following observations: 
- The mean workload in the star system is at most equal to the mean workload in the corresponding 

cyclic system, and the difference increases roughly linearly in N. 
- Dif!E =O when N =2, and when PI =O; indeed, in those cases the two systems coincide. 
- Dif!E approaches zero when r~o. 
- Dif!E depends on An and Pn only via their product Pn. 
- When p=pi. the star and cyclic systems reduce to vacation queues with vacation 2r respectively 

Mr. A s1F,dard decymposition result for vacation queues [7] learns that the workload difference 
equals p12Mr - P12(2r); this is confirmed by (4.7). 
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In our model of star polling, Q 1 is served exhaustively N times during a cycle. Generally speaking, 
exhaustive service minimizes workload in polling systems with switch-over times, cf. Takagi [13]; 

therefore it is not surprising that DiffE";;;!:O, and that the difference increases roughly linearly in N. 

REMARK 4.1 
As in Manfield [12], the mean waiting time for the exhaustive station can be explicitly calculated. 
Assume that all I-limited stations in the network have the same traffic characteristics and all switch

over times are equal to r; then 

EW1'ar = __.Nf.__2>_ + ).~2)_).~-A1 /31 + (p-p1)r + (N-1) I-pi r + 1.. 
2(l-p1) 2X1(1-p1) 1-pl 1-p 2 

We can substitute this result into (4.5); since in this case all mean waiting times at the I-limited 

queues are equal, we obtain the exact mean waiting time at the I-limited queues. 

Case B: Q 1 gated service 
In this case the pseudoconservation law reduces to (cf. (4.2)): 

~ Ans 
P Ewstar + p [1- --]Ewstar = 

1 1 n 1-p n 
nEll 

JI. s<2> Sk + 1 
C + p 2 ~ + P1~:-s-(sk+EVk+1) + 

m=l kEg 

Sm m -.1 JI. Sm Sm 
~PT(k)~-~ (sj+EVj+1) + P1~EVj_i;-zjm + P1~-EVm. 

- __,_,, s . k - 1 s - s 
kEl/ m.,....... 1= jEg m= mEg 

(4.8) 

The mean visit times for the I-limited pseudostations are again given by ( 4.3). It follows from (2.17) 

that 

kEg: EVk = P1[sk-l + EVk-1 + thjk(sj-1 +EVj-1)] = 
j=l 

s 
P1[sk-2+sk-1+EVk-2+EVk-d = P1[sk-2+sk-1+PT(k-I) l-p] + PIEVk-2 = 

s ] 2[ s 
P1lsk-2 +sk-I +PT(k-I) l-p + PI sk-4 +sk-3 +PT(k-3) l-p] + 

~M s ~M 
+ Pl (sk + Sk +I + PT(k +I) l - p ] + p{ EV h 

leading to an explicit expression for EVk. 

(4.9) 

To simplify the calculations it is again assumed that all M switch-over times are equal to the constant 

r. Formula (4.9) now reduces to: 

kEg: 
PI P1 

EVk = -
1
-2r + -1-~Mr, -pi -p 

(4.10) 

with 
1 ~M-I 

Rk := .l.M [PT(k-I)+P1PT(k-3)+P~PT(k-5)+ ... +p{ PT(k+I)]· 
1-p{ 

(4.11) 

Substitution of (4.3) and (4.10) into (4.8) yields: 

~ A;, Mr 
P EW''ar + P [l---]Ewstar = 

l 1 n 1-p n 
nEl/ 
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1 p-p. pj 1 p-p. 
C + P1r + -2 (p-p1)Mr + Pi-

1
--r + 2-

1
-r + -2 pi-

1
--Mr + 

-p -p -p. 

1 N-1 Ji. Pl 
~Mr ~ Z. PiPj + ~r 4PT(k)[(M-I)Rk+l +(M-3)Rk+3 + · · · +Rk-d· 

p j=2 i=j+I p kEll 
(4.12) 

Again we make a comparison with the corresponding strictly cyclic service system. The pseudoconser
vation law reads in this case (cf. [4], and compare with (4.6)): 

}\,,Mr 
P1EW'f'c1 + ~Pn[l---]EW~c1 = 

nEl/ l-p 

1 Mr ...2 N 2 pj 
C+2pMr+ 2(l- )[p - ~Pn]+~Mr. (4.13) 

p n=l P 

Subtract the right-hand side of (4.12) from the right-hand side of (4.13), and call the difference Diff6 • 
Then 

Di.ffG = P1(N-2)r[l + pl-pl] + Pi(p-pi'f (2N-3)r + 
-p. (l-p)(l-p1) 

2 
PI Pl ~ ~2(N-2)r - ~r .fu!PT(k)[(M-l)Rk+l+(M-3)Rk+3+ · · · +Rk-d· 

p p kEit 
(4.14) 

This result leads to similar observations as the ones for Case A (cf. below (4.7)). To see that 
Diff6 ";;!=0, consider the last term, LT, in the right-hand side of (4.14). The coefficient of Phk> in LT is: 

Pl 1 . J_M-2 J_M-l 
~r j_M [(M-l)+(M-3)p1 + · · · +3p( +p( ] .;;;; 

P l-p12 

Pl 1 J...M-2 J...M-l Pl 
l-p' l-ptM(M-l)[I+p1+ ... +p( +p( ] = (l-p)(l-pi)(M-l)r. 

The coefficient of PT(k)PT(k-2) in LT is: 

Pl 1 J...M-1 
~r i_M([(M-l)p1+(M-3)pj+ · · · +3p( +I]+ 

P 1-p[ 
J...M-l J...M-3 J...M-2 

[(M-l)p( +(M-3)+ ... +3p[ +p( ]) .;;;; 

PI 
(l-pXl-p1) 2(M -l)r. 

Similarly for the other products. Summing all the upper bounds yields: 

LT.;;;; (1-p~ll-pi) [PT(2) + ... +PT(M)f(M- l)r = (1-p~ll -pi) (p-p.}2(M - l)r. 

Hence 

. p-~ ~ Diff6 ";;:!= p1(N-2)r[l +-
1
-] + -

1
-2(N-2)r;;;:;, 0. 

-p. -p 

REMARK 4.2 
Translation of the results of this section to the continuous-time case is almost immediate. In particu
lar, the expressions for Di.ffE and Di.ff6 are not affected. 
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REMARK.4.3 
In the symmetric case P2 = · · · =pN=(p-p1)!(N-l), the formulas (4.7) for DiffE and (4.14) for 
DifJG become very simple: 

. 1-p. 
DiffE = (N-2)rpi--• (4.15) 

1-p 

and 

. l+p1 
DifJG = (N-2)rpi-

1
-· (4.16) 
-p 

We have also evaluated (3.13) for a network with scan polling (polling table 
T =[1,2, ... ,N -1,N,N,N -1, ... ,2, 1), cf. also Takagi & Murata [15D, and we have again compared the 
result with the network with corresponding stations and strictly cyclic service. Because of the com
plexity of the calculations, we have restricted ourselves to the case of exhaustive service at all 
(pseudo-)stations, constant switch-over times r between all pseudostations in the scan network, and 
equal traffic intensities at all stations: p1 = · · · = PN = p IN. If the switch-over times in the cyclic sys
tem equal 2r (so that the mean cycle times in both systems are the same), then 

Diff = EVcycl - EVscan = £.. + pr(N-1) 2N-3p-l > O· (4.17) 
. 2 6(1-p) N-p ' 

this is not surprising, as the queues in the scan system are visited twice as often as in the cyclic sys
tem. However, it seems more realistic to choose the switch-over times in the cyclic system equal to r, 
just as in the scan system; then 

Dijf = EVCJC1 - EVscan = - pr(N -1) N + l :e;;; 0. (4.18) 
6(1-p) N-p 

Again, we might have expected this, because of the inefficient visiting pattern of scan polling. 

5. CoNCLUSIONS 

This paper has been devoted to the waiting-time analysis of a polling system in which the stations are 
visited according to a general service order table. Non-zero switch-over times of the server between 
the queues are assumed. We have formulated a decomposition for the amount of work in this polling 
system, into the amount of work in the system without switch-over times and an additional term. This 
decomposition has led to a pseudoconservation law for the mean waiting times, i.e., an exact expres
sion for a weighted sum of the mean waiting times. The pseudoconservation law can be used to 
obtain or test approximations for individual mean waiting times, and generally to provide insight into 
the behaviour of polling systems. Accurate yet simple mean waiting-time approximations in polling 
systems with service order tables would be extremely useful. For example, they could enable some 
form of optimization, by determining how often a station should be visited compared to other sta
tions. 
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